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Fender Mustang GTX100 Combo Amp

Modular signal path flexibility lets you move effects anywhere in the chain,
while the crisp full-color display lets you know what’s going on under the
hood. Connect with Bluetooth to experience the all-new Fender TONE 3.0 (for
iOS and Android), a free app that offers realistic look and feel while you
spin the knobs of the most famous amps and effects of all time. You can do
deep editing, preset browsing from the Fender Tone community, preset back-up
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and restore, and more. Bluetooth audio streaming is also included for playing
along with your favorite tracks. The amp’s WiFi capabilities (a Fender
exclusive) let you connect for product updates, so your amp keeps getting
better.

Mustang GTX 100 offers incredible bang for the buck. The all-new cabinet
design is more gig-ready and durable; a new 12-inch Celestion speaker
produces strong, powerful response; and the improved amp, speaker and cabinet
models ensure that Mustang GTX sounds better than anything else in its class.
Stereo XLR line outputs and stereo effects loop let you interface with PA,
recording and outboard gear. GTX100 also features a seven-button footswitch
with individual bank up and down functions and easy effects selection, making
GTX a true live performance amp. It also unlocks the amp’s included 60-second
looper.

Model Name: Mustang™ GTX100, 120V
Model #: 2310700000
Series: Mustang™
Country Of Origin: CN
Color: Black
Amplifier Type: Digital
Control Knobs: Black Satin Textured with Chrome Highlight
Inputs: One 1/4″
Cabinet Material: Wood Enclosure
Handle: Molded Black Plastic Strap with Chrome-Plated Caps
Speakers: One – 12″ Celestion® G12FSD-100
Total Impedance: 8 ohms

Part# 2310700000
UPC 885978322336

Price: $499.99

SKU: 7665

Categories: Instrument Amps

Tags: Computer Interface, Guitar Amp

Product Short Description :

Mustang GTX is a better, bolder guitar amp with an unprecedented feature set
and unbeatable performance. A wide selection of accurate and versatile amp
models, dozens of effects and 200 onboard presets give you the guitar tones
you need for almost any type of music.
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